protect your rv
KEEP YOUR RV LOOKING AND FEELING LIKE NEW!
CR7303BR (10/18)

Your new home away from
home is ready to roll, but it
still has to battle the wear
and tear of our harsh
Canadian climate.
Exterior and interior
safeguards from Platinum
Shield Protection will
defend your RV against
harsh conditions and help
to keep your RV looking
and feeling like new!

EXterior protection
The sun’s powerful ultraviolet rays will cause
your paint to fade. The ﬁnish on your RV’s
painted surface is uneven. These peaks and
valleys trap dirt, salt, pollutants and
moisture which dull the ﬁnish, ruin the look
of your RV, and affect it’s resale value.
Platinum Shield Paint Protection is a long lasting
sealant that bonds to the surface, completely sealing
the paint. It will create a smooth, durable ﬁnish that
protects your RV against fading and discolouring
due to sun, tree sap, insects or bird droppings.

UNDERCOAT protection

RUST protection

Canadian roads won’t go easy on your
undercarriage. Potholes and puddles, loose
gravel and sharp ice. Don’t let your RV’s
undercarriage ﬁght this battle alone.

If it’s left unchecked, rust can immensely
affect how your RV runs, looks and could
even shorten its overall lifespan. Today,
RV’s and Trailers have many hard-to-reach
crevice where dirt and grim love to collect
- creating the ideal environment for rust to
thrive.

Platinum Shield Undercoat Protection is specially
formulated to protect the exposed, high impact areas
on the under bodies of your RV. It seals out moisture,
protects against road debris, and provides
insulation from the extreme temperatures.
Enjoy a more comfortable, quieter ride as the
undercoating also reduces road noise.

The Rust Inhibitor Spray is a synthetic, waterproof
product that seals the RV’s inner body metal surfaces,
stopping rust from the inside out. It’s sprayed into
the inner cavities and crevices, bonding to the metal.
The high pressure spray is applied between the
exterior and interior panels, ensuring that all
accessible inner body panels are treated, without
needing to drill any holes.

INTERIOR protection
Spills and everyday mishaps are almost
unavoidable, many leaving permanent stains
on your new RV’s interior.

The sun’s harmful ultraviolet rays cause
fading, cracking and discoloration of your
RV’s leather and vinyl interior.

Platinum Shield Fabric Protection is an invisible
barrier that ensures easy clean-up of spills to avoid
permanent staining. Penetrating each individual ﬁber
to repel moisture and dirt. The treated interior fabric
remains open and breathes, with no irregular texture,
off colour change or odour left behind.

Platinum Shield’s Leather and Vinyl Protection
conditions the interior leather/vinyl, creating a barrier
that lock in the essential oils and pigments. It coats
the area in an ultraviolet sunscreen while still
allowing the material to breathe. A dashboard coated
in its treatment receives a ﬂat satin ﬁnish that
eliminates glare and reduces dust.
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Platinum Shield’s Rip, Tear, Burn guarantees you
against perforation due to accidental rips, tears or
burns. It will cover 100% of the cost to repair cuts,
tears, and burns less than 5 cm in length on your
leather, cloth or vinyl upholstery with no deductible
on your end.
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